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BEFORE THE FLORIDA PUBLIC SERVICE COMMISSION 

COMMISSION STAFF 

DIRECT JOINT TESTIMONY OF LYNN FISHER AND DAVID RICH 

DOCKET NO. 100009-E1 

JULY 20,2010 

Q. 

A. 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850. 

Q. 

A. 

in the Office of Auditing and Performance Analysis. 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities? 

A. I perform reviews and investigations of Commission-regulated utilities, focusing on 

the effectiveness of management and company practices, adherence to company procedures, 

and the adequacy of internal controls. Mr. Rich and I jointly conducted the 2010 review of 

Florida Power & Light Company's project management internal controls for the nuclear plant 

uprates and new construction projects underway at the St. Lucie and Turkey Point sites. 

Q. Please describe your educational and relevant experience. 

A. In 1972, I graduated from Florida State University with a Bachelor of Science degree in 

Marketing. My relevant background includes over twenty years with the Florida Public 

Service Commission in management auditing, performance analysis, process reviews, and 

complaint investigation. Since joining the Commission, I have participated in numerous 

reviews of utility operations, systems and controls, each of which culminated in a written audit 

report similar to the one attached as an exhibit to this testimony. I also participated in the 

Mr. Fisher, please state your name and business address. 

My name is Lynn Fisher. My business address is 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard, 

By whom are you employed? 

I am employed as a Government Analyst I1 by the Florida Public Service Commission 
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2008 and 2009 reviews of FPL’s project management controls for FPL’s nuclear plant uprate 

and new construction projects and filed those audit reports as testimony in Docket No. 080009 

and Docket No. 090009-El. 

Q. Have you filed testimony in any other dockets before the Commission? 

A. Yes. In addition to the testimony filed in Dockets No. 080009-El and 090009-El, I 

previously filed testimony during 2005 in Docket No, 050045-EI. This testimony consisted of 

an audit of distribution electric service quality for Florida Power & Light Company’s 

Vegetation Management, Lightning Protection, and Pole Inspection processes. 

Q. 

A. 

Tallahassee, Florida 32399-0850. 

Q. 

A. 

Commission in the Office of Auditing and Performance Analysis. 

Q. What are your current duties and responsibilities? 

A. I perform reviews and investigations of Commission-regulated utilities, focusing on 

the effectiveness of management and company practices, adherence to company procedures 

and the adequacy of internal controls. I jointly conducted the 2010 review of Florida Power & 

Light’s project management internal controls for uprate and new construction projects 

underway at the St. Lucie and Turkey Point sites. I also participated in the 2009 review of 

FPL’s project management controls for FPL’s nuclear plant uprate and new construction 

projects and filed that report as testimony in Docket No. 090009-EI. 

Q. Please describe your educational and relevant experience. 

A. In 1978, I graduated from the United States Military Academy at West Point with a 

Bachelor of Science degree with a concentration in Engineering. A Masters of Arts degree in 

Mr. Rich, please state your name and business address. 

My name is David Rich. My business address is 2540 Shumard Oak Boulevard, 

By whom are you employed? 

I am employed as an Operations Review Specialist by the Florida Public Service 
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National Security Affairs from the Naval Postgraduate School followed in 1987. I am a 

graduate of both the US and Republic of Korea Command and General Staff Colleges. My 

relevant work experience includes seven years with the Florida Public Service Commission in 

management auditing, utility performance analysis, process reviews, and trend analysis. Since 

joining the Commission, I have participated in numerous reviews of utility operations, 

processes, systems and controls, each of which culminated in a written audit report similar to 

the one attached as an exhibit to this testimony. 

Q. 

A. 

Have you filed testimony in any other dockets before the Commission? 

Yes. I previously filed testimony in Docket No. 090009-E1, 

Q. Please describe the purpose of your testimony in this docket. 

A. Our testimony presents the attached audit report entitled Review of Florida Power & 

Light’s - Project Management Internal Controls for Nuclear Plant Uprate and 

Construction Projects (Exhibit FR-1). This review was requested by the Commission’s 

Division of Economic Regulation to assist with the evaluations of nuclear cost recovery 

filings. The report describes key project events and contract activities completed during 

January 2009 through June 2010 for uprate projects at St. Lucie Units 1 & 2, Turkey Point 

Units 3 & 4, and new construction at Turkey Point Units 6 & 7. 

Q. Please summarize the areas examined by your review of controls. 

A. The Office of Auditing and Performance Analysis conducted a review of the internal 

controls and management oversight of the nuclear projects underway at Florida Power & 

Light. We examined the organizations, processes, and controls being used by the company to 

execute the Extended Power Uprate of St. Lucie Units 1 & 2 and Turkey Point Units 3 & 4 

and the construction of the new Units 6 & 7 at Turkey Point. This is the third annual review 

of the company’s controls for its nuclear uprate and construction projects. The 2008 and 2009 

reports, entitled Florida Power and Light Company’s Project Management Internal Controls 

- 3 -  
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for Nuclear Plant Uprate and Construction Projects, were published in August 2008 and July 

2009 and filed in Dockets No. 080009-E1 and 090009-EI. The primary objective of each 

annual review is to document project key developments, along with the organization, 

management, internal controls, and oversight that FPL has in place or plans to employ for 

these projects. The internal controls examined annually are related to the following areas of 

project activity: planning, management and organization, cost and schedule controls, 

contractor selection and management, auditing, and quality assurance. 

Q. 

Point 6 & 7 new construction projects. 

We conclude that, in the near term, the FPL emphasis will remain on obtaining licenses and 

permits required for the new construction project. The company has revised cost and schedule 

estimates, in response to market and regulatory conditions. Long lead forgings and the 

signing of a major construction contract have been deferred. Though far from inactive, the 

majority of Turkey Point 6 & 7 project execution remains in the future. Therefore, we have no 

specific recommendations at this time for the Turkey Point 6 & 7 project but the Commission 

must continue to monitor progress, costs, and controls, especially as the project transitions 

from licensing to construction. 

Q. Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations regarding the 

Extended Power Uprate. 

A. We conclude that the replacement of FPL’s Extended Power Uprate management team 

in July 2009 resulted at least in part from FPL’s concerns about performance. An 

investigative report by Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. appears to confirm our conclusion. 

We believe that some additional or unnecessary costs may have resulted from actions taken 

before and after EPU management transition. These actions are discussed in detail within 

Section 3.1 of our attached report, Exhibit Number FR-I. We recommend that the 

Please summarize your conclusions and recommendations regarding the Turkey 
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Commission open a new docket to further investigate the possibility of unnecessary EPU 

costs, or defer any decision to a future Nuclear Cost Recovery Clause proceeding. 

Q. 

A. 

Q. 

A. Yes. 

Are you sponsoring any exhibits? 

Yes, our completed audit report is attached as Exhibit Number FR-1. 

Does this conclude your testimony? 
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1.0 Executive Summary 

At the request of the Florida Public Service Commission’s Division of Economic 
Regulation, the Performance Analysis Section of the Office of Auditing and Performance 
Analysis conducted this review. This is the third annual review in an ongoing oversight program 
to examine the adequacy of project management and internal controls emnloved in the - .  
company’s uprate and new construction efforts. The time frame covered by this report is January 
2009 to June 20 10. 

FPSC audit staf fs  previous reports were published in August 2008 and July 2009, 
entitled Review of Florida Power and Light’s Project Management Internal Controls for Nuclear 
Plant Uprate and Construction Projects. Each is available electronically: 

htto: / /www.f lor idaosc .com/Dubl icat ions /od uclear2008.odf 
ht to : / /www. f lor idaDsc .co~oubl i ca t ions /pd  PLNucIear2009.~df. 

The focus of this report is on providing an update of events occurring in the past year. 
For additional historical information, the reader is referred to the 2008 and 2009 editions of this 
report. 

FPSC audit staff reexamined the organizations, processes, and controls used by Florida 
Power & Light Company (FPL, the company) to execute tbe Extended Power Uprates (EPU) of 
St. Lucie Units 1 & 2 and Turkey Point Units 3&4, and the constmction of Turkey Point Units 
6627. 

Every audit or review undertaken by the Perfontlance Analysis Section has four general 
objectives: 

+ 

Evaluation of company management to determine how efficiently resources are being 
used and that adequate control policies and procedures are in place, 
Identifying areas to improve managerial or operational practices, 
Evaluating company performance, and 
Enhancing public and Commission understanding and knowledge of company 
operations through reporting accuracy. 

An additional core objective of the 2010 Review of Florida Power and Light Company’s 
Project Management Internal Controls for Nuclear Plant Uprate and Conshuction Projects is to 
document key developments and organization changes while reassessing management processes, 
internal controls, and oversight mechanisms currently in place. The information provided in this 
report may be used by the Division of Economic Regulation staff to assist in an assessment of 
the reasonableness of the FPL project cost-recovery requests. 

1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
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Planning and research for this review were performed in January and February 2010. 
Data collection, site visits and interviews, analysis and report writing were conducted in March 
through May 2010. The information compiled in this report was gathered via company 
responses to FPSC audit staff document requests, a visit to the Turkey Point site, and interviews 
with key project personnel. FPSC audit staff also reviewed testimony, discovery and other 
filings in Docket Nos. 090009-E1 and 100009-EI. 

A large volume of information was collected and analyzed. Specific information 
collected from FPL included the following categories: 

+ Policies and procedures 
+ Organizationalcharts 

Requests for proposals 
+ Contractor bids and proposals 
+ Bid evaluation analyses 
+ Contracts 
+ Project scope analysis studies by FPL and consultants 
+ Internal and external audit and investigation reports 

1.4.1 Turkey Point 6&7 Project Events and Developments 
FPL remains committed to bringing two new AF'lOOO nuclear reactor generating plants 

into service. However, since FPSC audit staffs previous report, FPL ha$ made significant 
changes to the estimated in-service dates for Turkey Point 6&7. The original dates were 2018 
and 2020, respectively. FPL now estimates the units will come on line in 2022 and 2023. 

FPL has also significantly changed cost projections, esthating increases of up to $989.6 
million. The company now estimates the total, in-mice cost for Turkey Point 6827 to be in a 
wide range from $12.9 billion to $18.7 billion. 

The company is in the licensing phase and expects licensing efforts to continue as its 
primary focus through 201 1. FPL has chosen to separate the licensing and prepamtion phases of 
the project. FPL believes current economic and regulatory uncertainties make expenditures 
beyond thaw m,sociBted with completion of licensing to be unwise and premature at this time. 
FPL believes this approach provides eatest ability b control costs, mitigate risk, and m e  
the eventual, safe, and successful implementation of Turkey Point 6&7. 

The company did not apply during the Department of Energy's first wave of solicitations 
for federal loan guarantees. FPL believed the program was insufficiently funded with undefined 
costs, benefits, and responsibilities. FPL is monitoring the program and will consider applying if 
future offerings are made by the Department of Energy. 

3 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 



Eventual cancellittien wuld cause FPL to lose a portion of its $10.8 milligp regervgdion fee. 

1.4.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
FPSC audit staff concludes that, in the near term, FPL is primarily focused on obtaining 

necessary licenses and permits at local, state, and federal levels and answering requests for 
additional information fiom various agencies. The company ha9 ost and schedule 
estimates, in response to market and regulatory conditions. As a result, long lead 
forgings and the signing of a major construetion contract have been Though far from 
inactive, the preponderance of Turkey Point 6 & 7 project execution still remains over the 
horizon. 

FPSC audit staff has no recommendations at this time i5r the Turkey Point 6&7 project. 
FPSC audit staffwill continue to closely monitor project progress, costs, and controls. 

impacting the w e  prcajeots during 2009 
some eontinUing to impact the project into mid-2010. Each key development and the related 
impact to project mhe&le and eost is discussed in W o n  3.1, 

On May 3, 2010 FPL m o u n d  a new EPU project non-binding cost estimate range 
between $2.05 billion and $2.30 billion for the St. Lucie la2 and Turkey Point 3844 uprate 
project&. The estimate is between $255.5 million (14 percent) and $500.5 million (28 percent) 
greater than tktt need determination e&&. %e increase is based on key events encountered 
during 2009, expected increases in LAR engineering costs, expeetad increases in Engineering, 
Procurement, and Construction (EPC) vendor costs, weighted estimates of project risks, and 
fature unidentified project costs to complete the upratas durlng 201 1 and 2012. 

During 2009, FPL's senior management made the decision to re lace the EPU 

'PSC audE staffs opinion 5s that tfiis e w e  w89 made iA Paft due to i Though FPL disagrees, an investigative report by Concentric Energy 
Advisors. Inc. (Concentric) appeats to confirm FPSC audit staffs opinion. 

Y Nn-....-..r& *rr- am:-- -..-..---* -- 4.. k,.l:-A 

As part of FPL's efforts to identify potential efficiencies and improvertnents in project 
work scope and schedule, a mid-course d e w  was completed, resulting in significant scope 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 4 
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mvisios and i ncwsd  

reschedulig much of the uprate work to longer outages later in the project. 

ehnges. An o w e  optimization m v h  conducted in mid- 
%hedules, elimisatine; owbpping Avitiss, and 

Significant EPU scope, schedule, and budget ch---- -- quired contract renegotiations to 
reflect new project scope, reducing contract costs by 1 
its scheduled submission of St. Lucie Unit 2 License Amendment - 
2010 to year end 2010 due to plant technical issues, and could incw 
costs to submit and support the License Amendment Requests. 

FPL made additional revi 
- 1fimqu&rter 

Jin &ditional 

FPL also initiated a third p assessment and budget estimate by High Bridge 
Associates, Inc. (High Bridge), costing for Turkey Point Unit 3 to validate necessary 
work scope, detailed modifict%tion estimates, implementation strategies, and provide a close 
range of costs. 

1.4.4 Conclusions and Recommendations 
Based on 

EPU managem 
recommends the Commission closely examine associated project costs in a future proceeding. 

- 7 C  audit staff concludes that 
Therefore, FPSC audit staff 

.. . . 

EXECUTIYE SUMMARY 
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2.0 New Construction of Turkey Point 6&7 

2.1 Turkey Point 6&7 Key Project Developments 

2.1.1 Significant Events 

In-Service Date Delay 
FPL has chosen to defer the in-service dates for Turkey Point 6&7. From the original 

projection of 2018 and 2020, respectively, the on line dates have been delayed to 2022 and 2023 
(ExmBIT 2). 

urkey Point 6&7 

In the near term, FPL‘s concenfntion on securing necessary licenses or regulatory 
approvals will remain the focus for the remainder of 2010 and 201 1. FPL denies that schedule 
changes are in any way a result of FPSC rate case decisions. 

FPL attributes the multi-year delay decision for both reactors to revised expectations 
regarding the licensing process and their impact on moving ahead with long lead procurement: 
and core contracts. In addition, the company believes that insdlicient schedule clarity currently 
exists to set a clear path toward major construction activities. 

In-service deferral is not uniform for the two units. Turkey Point 6 is d e f e r r e d  four years 
(2022) and Turkey Point 7 is delayed three years (2023). FPL states that original in-service 
dates were conservatively framed, assuming two years between units. Company expectations 
now indicate the time between units can be reduced to one year. 

FPL believes in-service deferral comes at a cost. In the company’s current estimates, 
final cost is projected to increase as much as $989.6 million (5.8 percent) beyond the original 
need determination filing estimate. 

7 NEW CONSTRUCTUTION 
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on. Some preparation activities were to 
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The FFL internal project review led to a deci 
initiating preparation phase aetivities were deane 
Engineering Design an 
deferred beyond 
spend rate of $5 
phase activities is now 
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Expenditures increased approximately $5 million for COLA p r e p t i o n  in 201 0, a direct 

result of FPL choosing to address issues cited by the NRC in other applicatims rather than wait 
to do so through the RAI process. Bechtel COLA-prep contract change orders drove 2010 
spending beyond ofiginal estimates. According to FPL, this is essentialiy money m o d  forward 
f?om future projections and is not expected to have any impact on overall project cost. 

Construction Contract Deferred 
FPL has not reached a decision on whether to contract with only an E n b e e h g ,  

Procurement and Construction contract or with separate contractors for the EP and C portions of 
the project. The company states that it feels no pressure to enter into either type of mega- 
contract given the recently adjusted in-service dates for Turkey Point 6&7. 

FPL recognizes the uncertainty associated with signing either type of contract later rather 
than sooner. Costs for materials and capital are known today but difficult to predict in the future. 
Demand for skilled manpower may be high when FPL is ready to sign a contract. For now, FPL 
believes a wait-and-see posture bast serves company interests and does not expect to revisit 
negotiations for a contract until at least the end of 201 1. 

FPL does not believe there are negative schedule or cost impacts fiom defemng a 
decision on selection of a contract type (EPC or EP & C). The deferred in-service dates allow 
FPL to shuty which type will be a better fit, provide more benefit, contain less risk, control costs, 
and offer the greatest value for expenditures. 

Withdrawal of the Limited Work Authorization (LWA) 
FPL include& a Limited Work Authorization appIication with its June 2009 COLA. An 

approved LWA would have allowed certain preparatory construction activities in advance of 
approval and issuance of the combined operating license for fitll construction and operation. 

However, factors caused FPL to change its mind about the value of an LWA. First, the 
NRC informed petitioners that it could not review LWA and COLA requests concurrently. FPL 
analyses also revealed a d l t x  window of opportunity than had previously been anticipated 
regarding completion of LWA construction activities. As a result, FIX management no longer 
believed an LWA retained s6icient value or leveraged enough schedule advantage to proceed. 
FPL also did not want to accept risk of possible COLA review delays caused by a separate LWA 
approval process. In a November 2009 white paper entitled “Decision to WitMuw Limited 
Fork Aufhorization Requesf,” FPL memorialized its rationale for terminating the LWA. It was 
withdrawn later that month. 

Obtaining Other Regulatory Approvals 
FPL is seeking an Environmental Resource Permit from the Army Corps of Engineers 

(ACOE). The ACOE is the federal agency with jurisdiction over wetlands likely impacted by 
Turkey Point 6&7 construction and supporting infhtructure. The Army Corps of Engineers will 
u t i l i  the Environmental Impact Statement developed by the NRC in the COLA process as its 
record of decision. Therefore, the timeline for review and approval of an Environmental 
Resource Permit is estimated to follow issuance of the fmal Environmental Impact Statement by 
about 6 months. 

NEW CONSTRUCTUTION 
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lptdes N & o d  Pa& A h  

At the state 1 nues wok on its Site C!e&jc&on Agplicrttion. submitted in 
Pow? Plant Siting Act, mtablishm a IS-mOnth June 2009, the Pbrida 

decision. M3XM by lBdii@e S#& agenCy 
FPL is conthubg to reQQad to qW&onS 
Protection to support a determinrmtion of co 
Pmj& Anal~k Report and s c h d u i b  of I& m hearings, dcipated in ab' 20 1 1. 

on culminates in the 

1 4  into @E Site C ation &tpWon Hesring expeGteQ in 
to be camplete at$ compiyhe&veF that it will 
. A decion by ffie FlQrida Power P h t  Sithg 

Board is expected in late 201 1. 

Included in F &n wem pr&jiorn for new iransmission limes 
to in@-@ and i into FPL*s*ysbm md the bulk electtic system. 
FPL states that it cannot meet the FPSC need detmnimtion to a l i l y  interconnect or comply 
with mandatory reliability standards without approval for ea& of these lines: 

subdon ig so#hmt Miami-Dh County and tbe existhg m W e n  in downtown 
IVfiimi, 

Line, routing ba% k hwtigated for the past twb years, with input from local 
governments weu a8 FPL the routes. 
A key FPL the Miami oners was 
adopted in late April 2010. This proposal support9 temporary infrastructure (roadway) 
improvements, some using existing tmnsmissian corridors. 

~ff5~b on ccding 'luster, tmnssuhion &&+-of- 
recimed wastewater 
lainid water must be 
site: would provide a 

oes not r q u k  a similar 
agreement but does require approval wifhin the Site Certification Application process. 
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Potential challenges exist for the water sources. Commercial and environmental 

permitting issues remaiR for reclaimed water and its pre-treatment. Use of this water may lead to 
regional usage concerns and questions about contaminants. Radial well technology is mldvely 
new and expected to generate close scrutiny. And the considerable interest for all water-reIated 
issues in South Florida may lead to more extensive regulatory review and/or m & l i i  studies. 

Schedule turbulence in 2010 and 2011 is possible at all levels requfig regulatory 
approval, but targely outside FPL control. To preclude delays, the company states that it is 
closely coordmating with all agencies, communicating regularly, timely responding to Requests 
for Additional Information, and making applications complete. 

Long Lead Equipment Forging Reservation Agreement Deferred 
A Forging Reservation Agreement between FPL and Westinghouse Corporation was 

signed in 2008. This agreement reserved manufacturing capacity for specialized, ultra-heavy 
forgings required by the A P l O O O .  The original w e m e n t  between the companies included a 
reservation fee of $1 0.8 million ftom FPL and had an expiration date in December 2009. 

Before the original expiration date, the parties agreed to a six-month extension without 
chmges or costs. Changing the termination date from December 2009 to June 2010 allowed 
FPL to complete project schedule reviews in early 2010. 

An FF’L white paper written in March 2010’ stated the project schedule reviews provided 
clarity of two factors influencing long lead forgings. Fmt, FPL decided not to initiate a 
construction contract in the near term. Further, changing conditions have reduced worldwide 
market demand for such specialized manufacturing capability. 

Given those considerations, FPL and Westinghouse agreed to another extension of the 
long lead forghg reservation agreement. The latest change preserves the original terms and 
specifications, but extends expiration to March 201 1. 

FPL recognizes that keeping the agreement intact is in its best interest, preserving 

lBmrw&n fee, less 15 
manufaduring sbt.  The 
In that case, FPL could lose a greater portion of its reservation fee. 

DOE Loan Guarantee Application Deferred 
FF’L states that the company had two reasons not to submit a Department of Energy 

(DOE) Loan Guarantee Program application during the fnst solicitation. Initially, the federal 
government allocated a relatively small amount ($18 billion) for what FPL believed might be a 
large number of applicants. FPL also considered the Loan Guarantee program largely undefined 
regarding participantse cost, benefits derived, or loan structure. FF’L stat= that the application 
deadline may have required the company to rush through its technology selection process. 

’ “Decision to ErtendForging Reservation AgreernenP‘, exhibit SDS-16, May 3,2010 teshony. 
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,-._ 

I*! *. 
Still, FPL is momtomg oan guarantees. The company believes 

s will tesult in mare clarity about casts, benefits, and structure. S h o d  additional funds be 
made available a d  mother solioitation occurs, the company will consider application. 

The deckios not to join the fmt wave of applicants had no im@ on the original FPL 
timetable and did not contribute to the deferral of in-service dates. There will be a fee due to the 
federal government for guaranteeing my loan. This fee should be offset by lower interest rates 
and costs offered by lenders who believe a govefnment guarantee lowers their risk. 

Organizational Changes 
Overall, project organization remains unchanged. There are two principal organizations, 

Project Development and New Nuclear Projects, each led by a vice-president. They a~ jointly 
responsible for coordim%ed, integrated project execution. The Vice-President, New Nuclear, is 
responsible for NRC licws& project engineering, and c o n d o n .  The Vice-president, 
Project Development, is respoa%ible for al l  other aapects of project development, including site 
certification, local zoning, public relations, and FPSC regulatory isms. 

Some key personnel changes have occurred, however. The vice-president of New 
Nuclear Projects retined early in the second quarter of 2010. Levaging experhe, project 
familiarity and experience with the Bechtel contract, the Director of Huclm Licensing assumed 
the responsibilities of the vice-president, New Nuclear Projects. Some New Nuclear personnel 
have also temporarily been ~ ~ ~ ~ i g n e d  to the uprate project as a result of the schedule shift. 
According to FPL, this will help aontrol New Nwlear project costs. FPL plans to bring these 
personnel back to the New Nuclear Project w h  the project transitions to conslruction. 

, 
2.12 Turkey Point 6&7 Project Cost Estimates 
It is important to revisit how FPL twived at current projeot cost estimates. The original 

FPL determination of need cited a cast range &om $12.1 billion to $17.8 billion. This total is 
divided into four categories -- site selection, prwonstru&o~ constm&on+ and Mowance for 
Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC). Original FPL estimates are shown in EXHIBIT 3: 

Turkey Point 6&7 
2007 Determination of Need Cost Estimates 

Categoq Low 
, .  HIE B- 1 I .  I I  

Pre-construction $46$65,oBO,MHI 
Construction $8,149,BOO,aOO 
AFUDC $3,461,(100,080 

TOTAL $12,083,60B,OQO 
EMIBIT 3 

._. . 

" 
$46$65,oBO,MHI $465,000,000 

$8,149,BOO,aOO $12,124,000,000 
$3,461,(100,080 $5,160,000,OOO 

I TOTAL $12,083,60B,OQO $17,757,000,000 
EMIBIT 3 

, *  _ _  
Current FPL project cost estimates appear below, in EXHIBIT 4. The all-in cost of 

&$ng Turkey Paint 6&7 online is now predicted to be $12.9 billion to $18.7 billion, with the 
Iikelihood that it wilI be in the upper end of the range. 
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Turkey Point 6&7 
Current Total In-Service Cost Estimates I L Category I Low 

TOR-2, Section BM. Ma)l3,2010 T&mony 

Turkey Point 6&7 site selection is complete. Actual expenditures were 24 percent lower 
than originally predicted. 

Current low and high end estimates for pre-construction are 53.2 percent and 47.3 
percent lower than the estimates contained in the original FPL need determination. Most is not 
actual savings, however. The majority of costs are simply deferred from pre-construction to 
construction due to the separation of the project’s licensing and preparation phases. 

Moving pre-construction costs to construction resulted in that phase having the largest 
change in estimated cost, from nearly $840 million more on the low end, to as much as $1.04 
billion in additional costs for the high end estimate. The low and high are up 10.3 percent and 
8.6 percent respectively from the original filing. 

In the company’s most rscent estimate, project final cost is expected to increase $771.3 
million (6.4 percent higher than the low end estimate) to as much as $989.6 million (5.6 percent, 
higher than the high end estimate) compared to the original need determination fiIing. 

2.13 Project Feasibility Analysis 
Project feasibility analysis is conducted annually for the Turkey Paint 6&7 project and 

results are presented to FPL executive management. The analysis consists of multiple Scenarios, 
varying conditions and assumptions to determine feasibility while providing an additional 
element of accountability control and project oversight. Each annual study uses updated fuel 
cost forecasts, environmental forecasts, capital cost estimates, and sunk costs. 

FPL states that the analytical methodologies and approaches used in the 2010 feasibility 
study are. nearly identical to those of the 2007 need determination and in the 2008 and 2009 
analyses. However, some assumptions used in the 2010 analysis changed from pv ious  years, 
including 

+ Changes to the Turkey Point Unit 6&7 in-service dates, 
+ A prediction of lower future natural gas prices, and 
+ Less consumer demand beginning in 2015 and extending through 2040. 

The company states that regardless of the changes to critical assumptionsa the 2010 
feasibility analysis predicts the project remains cost effective in each of seven base case 
scenarios for fie1 and environmental compliance costs. The company states that this year’s 

13 NEW CONSTRUCTTJTION 
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FPL believes that Turkey Point WOL I controls and Oversight are adequate and responsive 
for moving the project forward. Subject matter expertise is in place, providhg infomation, 
project oversight and fiscal accolmtability. 

The company states that the project controls and oversight staff observed in prior years 
remain in place with subject matter experts and team members focused on moving Turkey Point 
6&7 forward. FPL managers state that the primary project controls are: 

Budgeting and reporting process, 
Schedule and activity reponing processes, 

6 Coatract management proms, and 
6 Internal and external oversight processes. 

internal and external oversi&t processes consist of: 

L 1  

8 ,  i -, 
* Executive management, 

9: Subject matter experts (SME), 
.I, + e- Mutually reinforcing schedules and cost controls, and 

Regular updates on risk, cost, and schedule. 

Project Controls group provides management witb regulat reports detailing schedule, 
budget, costs, vendor performance and risks. Primavera 3 remains the principal scheduling 
s o h ,  capable of monitoring and updating funotions. It can sort data and produce customized 
management and status reports. 

~ .. 6 Subordinatemanagers, 

Project Managers, Technical Representatives, and Quality A s s m c e  personnel monitor 
vendor performance, ensuring task completion is timely and within budget. FPL Integrated 
Supply Chain CISC) sowing specialists and contract managers closely monitor contract changes 
and contractor performance. Schedule and cost anomalies are reported to management. These 
reports assist management to identify and prioritize risks, develop remedies, and to implement 
solutions. 

2.2.1 Changes to Project Controls 
FPL made some changes to project controls since the 2009 FPSC staff audit report. 

Among these are development and use o f  new tools to record and assess risk, or to document 
important project decisions. In an acknowledgment by FPL of the value offered by outside 
assessment, several newly developed tools resulted directly from recommendations contained in 
a project management review conducted by Concentric Energy Advisors. 

~ 

L 
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2.2.2 Changes to Risk Management 
FPL developed a High Level Risk Summary in 2009 to record an assessment of project 

risks over time. The report is used to provide detail on the probability of occurrence for each 
risk and a separate analysis of the impact to project implementation, cost, and schedule. FPL 
believes that this report establishes ownership, provides greater detail, and is reviewed more 
frequently than previous risk summaries. 

2.2.3 Changes to Management Oversight 
The company states that it engaged in a diverse effort during the past yeat to improve 

management oversight processes. These actions included: 

+ Updating of Process Control Guidelines, 
+ Mandatoxy training on expense reporting, local disbursement, and payroll practices, 
+ Improving the Monthly Cost Report and Management Meeting processes, and 
+ Thorough review of team reports and updating of team instructions/forms. 

2.2.4 Audits 
There are no intemal or external audits in progress at this time. FPL has none planned for 

the balance of 2010. A schedule for 201 1 has yet to be developed. However, FPL states that it 
believes auditing and qualiw assessment play an integral role in keeping projects on time, costs 
on target, and management attuned to project tempo. The company states that it uses a 
comprehensive set of audit activities to monitor, assess, and document project activities and that 
such internal control reviews and financial audits support prudency determination. 

Three audits or reviews conducted during the past year are of special interest: 

+ A sub-tier audit of Bechtel Power Company, 
+ An audit of project expenditures by Jefferson Wells International, Inc, and 
+ A process and controls review by Concentric Energy Advisors, Inc. 

The Bechtel audit began in February 2009, with audit findings issued in June 2009. The . . ...*-.. ^ ^^  -. . .  audit examined sub-tier vendors whose 
was January 2008 to January 2009. 

deiierson Wells Auan 
The Jefferson Wells audit focused on the propriety of project expenditures fiwm January 

through December 2009. The purpose was to determine if expenditures were project related, had 
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s. e m m i d  included 

I 
schedule and cost controls remain 

. .  

Concentric believed this to be 

subcontractors. " 
implementation irs the pj-ect 
and scope. 
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2-23 Quali&Assumnce 
The organization and goals remain unchanged. Quality Assurance (QA) and it’s 

fundamental operating reference, the Quality Assurance Oversight Plan, exist to hold vendors 
accountable for process and product quality. QA is budgeted and directed by New Nuclear 
Projects, with procedures and process control exercised by Nuclear Assurance. Independence i s  
maintained by the QA program manager reporting directly to the Director of Nuclear Assurance. 

FPL project management is aware of the importance of such assessments and as a result 
focuses atteation on it. Initiatives since April 2009 include: 

+ Oversight of vendors’ on-site activities 
+ Contractor p r d u r e  review 
+ Development of new QA programs 
+ Reviewing NNF’ project procedures 

During ovdght obmdons  of vendor activity, QA assessed vendor compliance with 
c#tract tmms aad wndi~ons as well as with FPL procedures. No ateas of non-compbnce were 
dfscoyerad. 

QA dm u n d m k  a selfiassessment to insure comjdiance with NRC regulations and to 
cWemine whetke~ FPL had Vulnetabiilities sinnilar to those the ’EdRC idensified during audits of 

This FFL QA review 0snclude.d that some 
nuclear projects sea by FPL as potentially relevant 

+ Failure to control and identify procedures developed and implemented under the QA 
Program for the COLA, (FPL Believed this partially applicable), 

+ Failure to include instmotions for notifying appropriate levels of management if a 
condition adverse to quality is identified, (partially applicable), and 

+ Procedures did not include records retention requhments (applicable). 

As a result, QA Pm&ram plan QI-2-NNP-01 - “QuuZity Assurance during the h e -  
Comiruction P h e  of the PTN 6&7 New Nuclear Praject“ - was revised, staffed, and 
distributed. A need to improve training regarding 10CFR21 was also identified. This training 
has been developed, scheduled, and is ongoing. 

* NRC Inspediw 0526001uZ009201 & OSUf0013/2009201 frtm the South T e w  Pm&ct, M w h  2,2009; NRC 
Inspection 05200025/2009-201& 05200026/2009-201 fiom the southem Nuclear operating Co., April 16,2009. 
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2.3 Turkey Point 6&7 Contract Oversight and Management 

There have been no revisions to the New Nuclear Projects contractor oversight and 
management plan Since April 2009. However, there were c h a n g ~  to e-g contracts as well 
as new contracts si@& during the last year. These m discussed in more detail below. 
However, the key story during the last year is defWment of contracts origbdly expected to be 
either already in place by now or to be exercised in the near future. 

Delays anticipated for in-service dates for Turkey Paint 6&7 have created a Significant 
shift in changes to existing contracts or the signing of new ones. In 2009, FPL decided that 
expenditures toward the preliinary design, procurement, and construction planning steps 
contained significant risk of being inefficient or premature. The company decided to defer such 
activities until the licensing process is further along and believes this strategy provides additional 
risk control. 

Bechtel has the primary contract for COLA and Site Certification Application preparation 
and support while specialty contract engineering companies support the Army Corps of 
Engineers permit and other pennit applications. Westinghouse/Shaw will provide support to 
FPL and Bechtel in review of the COLA. 

2.3.1 Costraetg Exec orMo&fie&a I ~ v a i  

From January 2009 through April 2010, FPL initiated 65 new contracts or change orders. 
Most are relatively low in value, particularly when compared to the overall project cost 
estimates. Combmed, these contracts and change ordem represent less than 1 percent of the 
estimated total project expenditures. 

Forty-six (71 percent) of the contracts are valued below $500,000. Twelve change orders 
(18 percent) had no monetary value at all, either correcting administrative errors or adjusting - 
terms and conditions of original contracts or an earlier change order. 

FPL executed 1 I contracts or than $ 7 ~  000 (EXHIBIT 5). Four 
I BVZ Power Partners 

anu mwmmnental Consulting and 
Tstals reflect the b&bl  eontract plus alI subsequent change order 

Nuclear 

increases. 
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Turkey Point 6&7 
'acts Greater than $ -  ~ 

'C, c Status Contactnr I 
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I I 1 

Open Bechtel P o w  Corporation COLNSCA Prep and RAI 
support 
Engineering and Construction I Open BVZ Powr P m e w  Nudm _. 

P- D--h*el contract is currently the largest by a wide margin. The Bechte' t is 
arger than the sum of all other contracts greater than $250,000 -- I 

to YP Competitively bid and signed in 2007, the original Bechtel contract now has 
I. All change orders are documented by single or predetermined source 20 

justifications. Change orders from January 2009 through April 2010 added I 
without further extension, the contract will expire in late 201 1. Three of the cllrui1;c d e r s  are 
valued at more than $1 million (EXHIBIT 6). 

rn 
and, 

Turkey Point 6&7 
Change Orders Greater than $1 Million - 2009 

Contractor Ilcscription Amount 
1 
I 

_ -  . _ _  .- aecnrei rower Lorporanon I LU F I X  - LULA I SLA meparanon ma mpport I 
Bechtel Power Corporation 1 CO #12 -COLA I SCA Preparation and Support 1 

EXHIBIT 6 Source: DR-4.4 

FPSC audit staff reviewed all change orders for adherence to FPL internal controls, 
processes, and content. Particular scrutiny was given to those change orders valued over $1 
million. FPSC audit staff found no anomalies and is satisfied that all change orders were 
necessary for COLA and SCA preparation and support, and that they do not result from poor 
performance or errors by either party. FPSC audit staff bases this on the close inspection of the 
change orders as well as the extremely low number of Requests for Additional Information FPL 
has received from the NRC. 
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3.0 Extended Power Uprate 

FPL characterizes the status of the Extended Power Uprate (EPU) projects as in the early 
stages of the Engineering Design Modification Phase, with the License Amendment Request 
(LAR) analyses nearing completion. Most long lead equipment is ordered and expected to be 
delivered to support the Implementation Phase, with the exception of possible scope changes. 
FPL is currently refining the project scope and budget, as significant events during 2009 have 
modified the project implementation activities. 

In early 2009, Bechtel had begun staffing for engineering, procurement, and construction 
activities. Bechtel began completing the Project Integration Plan and engineering design 
modification work packages necessary to implement the St. Lucie and Turkey Point uprates. 
Bechtel also began developing procedures to guide the engineering, procurement, and 
construction activities of the uprate. 

In April 2009, FPL encountered plant-related technical issues impacting its LAR 
schedule, causing EPU management to extend the submittals to the second quarter 2010. Later 
in 2009, FPL revised the expected mbmittal date to fourth quarter 2010. This change resulted 
fiom the need for additional engineering and analysis to meet NRC requirements within the LAR 
submittal. 

. .  In May 2009, Bechtel subm' stimated project man-hour forecast to FPL for the 
uprate projects. Bechtel forecast I man-hours to complete the project compared to a 
previous estimate of( I man-hours. As a result of the large difference in estimates &om 
Bechtel, EPU Manab -..,... &ked Bechtel to provide additional estimates in June 2009, 
including a best-case/worse-case estimate, and including revised outage windows with possible 
scope reductions. 

These events led original EPU Management to begin a mid-course review of the project 
work scope, design modifications, and estimated schedule and costs. As FPL continued detailed 
LAR engineering, it became apparent &at FPL should re-evaluate the scheduling of its planned 
outages, project scope, rewurces, andbudget. 

In early July 2009, FPL Group senior management made a decision to replace the 
original EPU project senior management. FPL Group senior management wanted new EPU 
senior management to reassess the project scope, challenge the EPC contractor estimates, 

and engage third party 
support to assist in advancing the completion of project cost estimates. FPL's Chief Nuclear 
OBcer announced the EPU senior management change on July 15, 2009, along with other 
nuclear fleet organizational changes. The new EPU senior management team began in August 
2009, and soon thereafter, an EPU organizational structure change was announced. 
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As a result of the events described ified its outage schedules to 
reflect necesssry changes in the License Amendm uest schedule, address project technical 
challenges, and minimize the overlap of scheduled unit outages under the previous schedule. 
Eight Key Project Developments impacted the prajects during 
2.009 into 2010. These Key Project Developmen 

New uprate project nonbinding cost range. estimate 
Replacement of EPU management and re-structure 
Mid-course review 
Oume optirniqtion review 

+ Scope changes and contract renegotiations 
+ Schedule changes to the License Amendment Request 
+ Third party assessment and Turkey Point budget estimate 
+ Three new significant risks identified in 2010 

3.1.1 New Uprate Pmjeet Non-binding Cast Estimate 
FPL states that the completion of the St. Lucie Unit 1 LAR, and the work being done on 

the remaining LAR submittals in 2010, allowed FPL to identifp project modifications necessary 
for the project and to quantify known project risks. FPL considers the project to be in the early 
stage of design engin-, and notes that 8n unceftainty of project scope and total costs 
remains. As FPL continuas to complete final design engineering, regulatory licensing reviews, 
and construction planning, the company will rmive  additional certainty to more accurately 
forecast total EPU projsot costs. 

FPL now believes that a range of costs, rather than a single cost estimate, is the best way 
to forecast the project costs. The o&inal non-binding cost estiftlate provided In FPL’s need 

filing in September 2007 was $1,798 mil figure WBS based on 
preliminary feasibility and m$ng studies performed by FPL time frame. 

EXHIBIT 7 shows the estimated ConstFuction and AFUDC & Carrying Charges fiom 
the September 2007 need determination filing. Generally, uprate projects have no site selection 
and pre-construction costs included because the work is completed on existing plant facilities at 
existing company locations. 

Extended Power Uprate 
2007 Determination of Need Cost Estimate 

Estimate Cateeorv 

shown in EXHIBIT 8. FPL suggests that this m g e  of costs is w w  a better method to examine 
the estimated project costs due to the current uncertainties contained in the project scope, budget, 
and scheduIe, 
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Extended Power Uprate 
2010 Total Completion - Cost Estimates --1 

~- 
CmyiiChsrgaJ I $153 , 602 , 007 I $157 5 0 , W  ~ 

ARIJXgt 

EXHIBIT 8 
TOTAL I $2,053,462,230 1 $ W , 5  1 1,452 

mR-2, Scwaff 8@, Ritmw Jmw, Mrry 3,2010 Testmwy 

Based on the current estimate range, the low total cost estimate is $255.5 million (14 
pemnt) greater than the need determination estimate. The high total cost estimate is $500.5 

tfian thq need detetmbtian filing rstimate. 

PL attributes the differences in the original project need estimate and the c m n t  
forecast range to increased costs for expected LAR submittal and defense, as well as increased 
EPC vendor costs expected due to mpe sdditions identified the review of 

structures, messmy to oarry the 

staging oosts wiU increase, in 

P q-t S W % ,  
& dose also increase as 

, and where equipment will 'be 

, ,  . .  

a p o u n d  in his Wt&ony that FPL will produce 
St. Luck and: Turkey Point qmw$. FPL's currant 

If be produced by the' uprated units. The original FPL 
estimate provided during the need determination proceeding was for a total of 208MW from 
Turkey Point UNts 3&4 and 206MW from St. Lucie Units 1&2, for a total of 414MW from the 
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centralize much of the project support responsibilities to the on-site EPU teams. 
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time frame, Bechtel had mobilized 
initial deliverables of the St. Lucie and Turkey Point EPC contracts. 

In the period January through May, Bechtel began conceptual engineering of plant 
modification packages for the St. Lucie and Turkey Point initial outs--- l- a ~ - - -  w , ~ ~  n--Lr-' 

submitted a man-hour estimate for the projects to EPU management. 

lent 
asked Bechtel to reconsider the est ima!!dent i fy potenti!ficiencies to reduce COGS, and 
submit a new estimate in June 2009. 

rn I I 

FPL later completed efforts including the mid-course review, outage optimization, 
changing of LAR submittal dates, and hiring a third-party consultant 

to evaluate the Turkey Point Unit 3 project and develop a detailed cost estimate with 
recommended modifications. 
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party consultant to evaluate, the project scope and budget for Turkey Point Unit 3 
These efforts are discussed further in sections 3.1.3 through 3.1.8. 

December. 

A new EPU organizational structure implemented in August 2009 further moved 

Assurance hc t ion  reports on a dotted line basis to the VP Nuclear Power Upnrtes. 

. . . .  ’ .  . . . . . . .  .. 1 .  

.. . .  . .  
.( f... 

i. . 
Addh&d.A;lj$iQ. 

Controls DinxppJuuo’&&ch,, 
day implementadon of EPu proj 

current EPU orgarwational s at the Juno Beach 
corporate offices, while the majority of the EPU Project organbation is now functioning at the 

‘ = s o l i  .p+shp.-WgniF 

respective sites. I 

.. . .  . . ....* : ... 
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3.1.3 Mid-Course Review 
In mid 2009, FpL undertook a mid-course review to reassess the scope, schedule, and 

C O a s  for the Epu Projects. EPU management stated that the mid-course review reduced or 
eliminated sigriificant work scope and identified additional cases where increased scope c w e s  
were necessary. A summrny of some items considered, and scope changes made at each plant 
site, as a result of the mid-course review are discussed below. 

Turkey Point 3&4 
The mid-course review tested the information previously received through scoping 

reviews, engineering studies, and system assessments conducted in the 2007-2008 time frame. 
FPL began to bok at possible ways to reduce project costs and implement efficiencies when the 
EPC Contractor costs were forecast beyond the milestone amounts stipulated in the contract, and 
numerous other technical challenges arose within the project. 

Examples of the Turkey Point 3&4 scope changes due to the mid-course review include 
decisions regarding the condensate pump and steam generator feedwater pump. Original EPU 
scope included replacing the condemate pumps and motors, and maintaining an installed spare 
condensate pump selection. The original scope also included the replacement of the steam 
generator feedwater pumps. The mid-course review examined four options, and recommended 
ba l l i ng  three new condensate pumps and using the existing steam generator feedwater pumps. 

The oiiginal EPU scoping study called for the replacement of all feedwater heaters (1-6) 
at each unit. During the mid-course review, the decision was re-evaluated and FPL determined 
there was no need to replace feedwater heaters 1-4. Therefore, only the number 5 and number 6 
feedwater heaters were scheduled to be replaced. 

Revised recommendations were made to retain the four feedwater heaters, develop and 
perform pre-EPU inspections to confirm the material condition of feedwater heaters, and confvm 
h t  no modifications are required prior to the EPU. In addition, the recommendation included 
developing post-EPU inspection plans for each feedwater heater, developing trend data, and 
implementing digital upgrades to the entire feedwater heater level control system. 

The initial EPU scope for spent fuel pool cooling was to install a temporary cooling 
system for each unit during the installation of new heat exchangers for both Units. The mid- 
course review and evaluation identified that smaller supplemental heat exchangers could be 
installed without interrupting the n o d  cooling system operation. FPL Uill r e a  the culTent 
spent fuel pool heat exchanger and install a small supplemental heat exchanger, eliminating the 
need for the temporary cooling system additions. 

Other modifications removed from the Turkey Point EPU scope, as a result of the mid- 
course review, are the main generator exciter rewind being done as a risk management issue and 
recommended to be deleted from EPU scope, and the steam dump to condenser valves 
recommendation to retain the existing condenser steam dump valves. 

The removal of these scope items from the Turkey Point EPU project significantly 
reduced some costs. However, during the mid-course review period other modifications and 
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The removal of these scope items from the St. Lucie EPU project significantly reduced 
some costs. However, during the mid-course review period other modifications and scope 
changes were identified that will offset some of the savings &om the changes described above. 

3.1.4 Outage Optimization Review 
In early August 2009, FPL directed Bechtel to provide a preliminary scope list of Project 

change Modifications for the first outage of Turkey Point Unit 3. Bechtel was requested to 
develop a resourceloaded engineering schedule and estimated cost for each of the 18 listed 
modifications for the outage. FPL EPU management also directed Bechtel to revise the project 
work plan to reflect a new outage optimization scenario of short and long outages (35 days and 
88 days) to level engineering activities and modify the existing outage schedule. 

FPL explained that the purpose of the outage optimization scenario was to better align the 
outage schedule with anticipated changes in the LAR licensing schedule, and to reduce potential 
outage overlaps between the St. Lucie and Turkey Point schedules. FPL noted that the existing 
evenly-staged 55-day to 65-day outage events included overlapping work activities for some of 
the scheduled o w e s .  This presented engineering, manpower, and other challenges. FPL 
realized that the existing outage schedule would need to be replaced with one including shorter 
initial outages followed by longer subsequent outages. FPL states that the outage optimization 
review eliminated overlaps of the previous schedule, allowed some work planned for the first 
outage to be moved to the second, and will allow FPL to complete EPU projects within the 
original established schedule time flame of 2012. 

In the event that work or equipment delays are experienced with either short or long 
d w v e  final wok Into a third outage if necessary. Although the p t d d  fisk 

of a third outage existed even with the original outage schedule, such adion would delay the full 
benefits of the uprate until at least the next outage cycle in 2013 or 2014. If EPU work is 
extended to a third outage, FPSC audit staff believes project costs will certainly increase. 

3.1.5 Scope Changes and Contract Renegotiations 
During 2009, the need for more detailed LAR engineering, the mid-course review, and 

the outage optjpization review helped FPL further revise and refine the uprate project scope, 
schedule, and budget. These efforts also necessitated that FPL renegotiate certain contracts with 
vendors due to scope reductions, modifications, and additions. 

During the period May 2009 through February 2010, FPL made between 250 to 300 
contract revisions to 80 existing contracts’ scopes, terms and deliverable$. FPL’s EPU Contracts 
Group stated that the vast majority of these changes reflected FPL scope refinements. 

FPL states that the greatest impact to long-lead equipment contracts was caused by the 
mid-course review and outage optimization activities. FPL estimates that the net impact of the 
renegotiated contracts between May 2009 and February 2010 decreased the total amount of EPU 
contracts by approximately $893,000. According to FPL, the net change to the Turkey Point 
EPU contracts increased approximately $3.2 million, while the net change to the St. Lucie EPU 
contracts decreased by approximately $4.1 million. FPL noted that the changes in the contracts 

~~ ~ 
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.' fm Turkey Point Units 3M were as a result of the Mid-cam Evaluation and the Outage 

.. Optimization efforts during 2009. , . 
; 3 l ,  

q t w r  BI-L Lule C b s w  3.1.6 License Amend 
In April 2009, EPU management adjusted its expeeted Ikense A m e h e n t  Request 

submittal dates for the four units to late 2009 through the second quarter 2010. FPL explained 
that the reason for extending the Turkey Point Units 3&4 dates into 2010 was a 2008 NRC 
policy change, which constrained elecaic utilities from sling more than one application at a time 
with the Commission, FPL noted that this "de-linking" decision reqw the Alternate Source 
Term LAR submittal to be filed and reviewed independently of the EPU LAR, effectively 
lengthening time M e s  for completing the NRC license approval prows. An Alternate Source 
Term LAR addresses the licensing basis by adopting an alternative source term radiological 
analysis methodology for a potential Loss of Coolant Accident as allowed in Title 10 of the Code 
of Federal Regulatiom, Part 50, Section 50.67. 

As shown in EXHBIT 9, FPL planned to file four independent LARS with the NRC 
during the 2009-2010 time frame. The St. Lucie Unit 1 EPU LAR was initially scWuld for the 
fowth quarter 2009, followed by UOit 2 in the first quarter of 2010. FPL had intended to submit 
an Alternate Source Term LAR for Turkey Point Units 3&4 in the second q W r  of 2009, 
followed by an EPU LAR for both units in quarter 2010. As scheduled, FPL filed the 
Turkey Point Alternate Source Term LAR for 3&4 in June 2009. 

Several notable events delayed the Turkey Point EPU LAR submittals during 2009, 
requiring a LAR Recovery Plan. In each m, FPL and its COntnsGtors identified corrective 
actions necessary to i m p v e  results, and recover to meet the established project schedule. 

Westinghouse Reeovery Plsn 
TIE frrst event involved the Westinghouse containmest analysis and long term cooling 

analysis needed to support the EPU LAR for Turkey Point Units 3&4. FPL reports that this 
effort took significantly longer to address than was originally forecast. FPL took steps to 
identify how to reach acceptable results for the EPU LAR over a number of months, using 
revised inputs and d y s e s  to guide the resolution eEort. A Westinghouse Recovery Plan was 
designed, to reforecast the completion of necessary calculations and LAR report sections under 
their scope, rind FPL updated the projffit schedule accordingly. n e  Recovery Plan was followed 
and Westinghouse returtted to the new LAR target schedule. 

I 
I 
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LAR Recovery Plan 
Later in 200% a second event impacted the LAR schedule for Turkey point 3&4. 

some ewes, FPL found there was insufficient detailed design information to base an e v e n  
of acceptability under EPU conditions for a number of areas. FPL stated that the numtper of 
issues requiring management action exceeded the capability of the site team. FPL then assigned 
critical t@chnical leadership s m t o  the effort and developed action p l w  for each technical issue. 
These action p l w  were added to the project schedule, and FPL believes the submittal date for 
the Turkey Point Units 3&4 EPU Wi will be in early to mid July 2010. 

FPL notes that the Turkey Point licensing schedule is likely to extend if the NRC does 
not allow FPL to submit the EPU LAR, targeted for June 2010, prior to the NRC approval of the 
Turkey Point Alternate Source Term submittal. FPL would be forced to wait until after the NRC 
rules on the approval for the Altemte Source Term LAR, currently estimated to be completed 
in June. If the NRC delays the approval of the Alternate Source Term LAR, and does not allow 
FPL to submit the EPU LAR as scheduled, the EPU LAR for Turkey Point could be delayed. 

Site Ccrtifieation Application CwQitIon of Certifleation 
The third event impactins the Turkey Point 3&4 EPU project was related to conditional 

certification activities for the Site Certification Application. On October 14, 2009, the South 
Florida Water Management District adopted the Fifth Supplemental Agreement, and closed the 
remaining open condition of site certification. The agreement includes a requirement for 
additional monitoring wells and a monitoring plan to begin two yeax prior to and after the 
completion of the Unit 3624 uprates. FPL is currently proceeding with the implementation of the 
groundwater monitoring program and development of the monitoring plan, 

FPL determined that the results of the cooling canal system monitoring plan at Turkey 
Point are related to current operations. Therefore, funding for the monitoring plan is separate 
from the EPU budget and handled tbrough the Environmental Cost Recovery Clause. FPL 
believes there are no expected challenges to the Turkey Point 3&4 uprate project schedule or 
costs due to cooling water requirements or conditions. However, FPL notes that on December 
10, 2009 Atlantic Civil, Inc. filed an amended petition for f o m d  hearing on the Fifth 
Supplemental Agreement with the South Florida Water Management District. The timing and 
outcome of this proposed hearing are not currently known. According to FPL, the full impacts of 
the notable events described are yet to be determined. 

st. Lucie liQ2 
Two notable events were experienced during 2009 that also delayed the LAR efforts for 

St. Lucie Units 1&2. The first event happened as FPL work progressed for the St Lucie EPU 
LAR. A number of technical issues arose that were not originally envisioned by FPL. FPL 
states that these issues challenged their ability to obtain successfkl results for the LAR, on the 
first attempt, in some cases due to expanding regulatory standards. FPL determined that it could 
not continue to support work product reviews and technical resolutions for both St. Lucie Unit 1 
and St. Lucie Unit 2 EPU LAR projects at the same time. Therefore, FPL temporarily placed 
EPU LAR work at St. Lucie Unit 2 an hold to focus on the Unit 1 LAR activities. FPL began 
actions to defme and schedule resolution steps for known technical issues, refine resource 
estimates, and recruit and assign additional qualified resources. 
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DuTing this time, the company examined ways of leveling project schedule resource 
demands to match available resources and minimize schedde impacts. As a result of these 
actions, FPL delayed the St. Lucie Unit I EPU LAR submittal date to April 16,201 0 and the St. 
Lucie Unit 2 submittal to October 15,2010. 

Thc m d  notable event impacting St. Lucie EPU LAR efforts involved plant mling 
water discbrrrge temperature limits. FPL identified that wder pt-EPU o@onn heated water 
exiting the discharge system would exceed operational heat limits prescribed by the Florida 
Department of Environmental Protection during portions of the summer peak use period. 

This condition would require generation cuaailment for pOmons of the summer peak 
period after the EPU was implemented, unless regulatory revisions we@ approved. FPL applied 
to the Florida Department of Environmental Protection for a revision to the St. Lucie discharge 
temperahre limits. FPL states that the requested permit revision meets all Florida water quality 
standards, and would ensure plant curtctilments would be unlikely after the EPU is completed. 

FPL's decision to slow the St. Lucie Unit 2 LAR snalysis and focus on St. Lucie Unit 1 
carried additional time and expense to the project The increase in time was necessary to resolve 
technical chdenges, mi to perform additional scope for the technical issues. FPL has estimated 
that the additional challenges for the St. Luoie Unit 2 LAR engineering 
effort w a e  betwaer a. The estimated cost impact for completing 
additional scope nec Unit 1 and Unit 2 LAR tecbnical challenges is 
expected to reach bc lollars. FPL has included a weighted risk value 
of an additional ..-_....- - _- .__ matrix in anticipation of potential delays due to 
NRC review of the LAR, which could lead to additional analyses, or modifications. 

potential legal challenges, or negative monitoring results could cause the South Florida 
Water Management District or the Florida Department of Environmental Protection to order 
additional corufitional approval mqukments. If this occurs, it is possible that the EPU project 
could experience additional project delays and costs. However, FPL believes that the probability 
of the cooling canal system monitoring plan impacting the E W  remains low. 

I 

NRC LAR Approvals 
FPL believes the 14-month NBC approval schedule for EPU LARS will support the 

currently established EPU implementation dates, although significant challenges are being 
addressed by prcjst management. FPL acknowledged that it is attempting to resolve other 
challenges identified during tk LAR process including: 

+ Initial EPU analyses showed less operating margin than requited for regulatory 

+ Existing design infomation was insufficient to justipY EPU conditions, 
+ Regulatory standards pertainkg to spent fuel criticality have been expanded, and 
+ The lack of available qualified engineering resources could cause future project 

delays. 

approval, 
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FpL pointed out that the NRC License Amendment Request approval process can *e 
longer if Requests for Additional Information (RAIs) are not answered in a comprehensive and 
timely manner. FPL has only received a small number of RAIs for the initial Turkey Point 
Alternate Source Term LAR, in early 2009. FPL notes that it is tryinE to respond BS rapidly as 
possible to the NRC, but that additional RAIs may be following later, and could possibly impact 
the project schedule and costs. Therefore, FPSC audit staB believes some potential exists for 
p j e c t  schedule delays and increased costs in 2010 and 2011, ils a result of the NRC LAR 
reviews and RAI process. 

3.1.7 Third Party High Bridge Assessment of Turkey Point Unit 3 
In December 2009, FPL contracted High Bridge Associates, Inc. to provide a third-party 

bottom-up estimate of the Turkey Point Unit 3 uprate project. FPL chose an outside estimator 
because of an expectation that a third-party estimate would be significantly more detailed than 
one FPL could complete internally, and provide a more comprehensive range of costs, project 
risks, implementation strategies, and detailed estimates for recommended modifications. FPL 
noted in its selection of High Bridge that the compatiy's extensive experience examining project 
risks, options, scope, strategies and costs, would produce a finished report whose analysis would 
be integral to project management of the Turkey Point Unit 3 project. FPL also believes that 
analysis, insights, and lessons learned from the High Bridge report will be transferrable to the 
remaining uprate projects. 

In early May 2010, High Bridge briefed FPL on the project and provided its initial draft 
report. The draft report consists of four voiumes -- executive summary and explanation of 
methodologies employed, along with three notebooks of modification-by-modification analysis. 
High Bridge had no substantial fmdings in the draft report. 

After reviewing the draft for accuracy, validation of assumptions, and duplications or 
omissions, FPL asked High Bridge to revise certain portions. Revisions included a I l l e r ,  more 
simplified explanation of estimating processes, risk methodology, and risk models designed to 
improve understanding of readers who are not professional estimators or ,familiar with High 
Bridge analytical methods. 

In June 2010, FPL states that it worked with High Bridge to better understand and 
reconcile differences between the estimates and FPL design specifications. This process was 
intended to assess and improve the accuracy of those estimates. 

That same month, FPL again asked High Bridge to revise the draft, focusing specifically 
on the Turkey Point 3 scope of work, common modifications h e n  Unit 3 and Unit 4, the Unit 
3 proportionate share of indirect and distributable costs, and the results of risk analyses for each 
modification WL requested these changes to better match the draft to specific Unit 3 scope of 
work and to modifications analyzed in detail by High Bridge. 

Also in June 2010, FPL used detailed portions of the High Bridge draft in a cost 
reconciliation process with Bechtel. FPL indicates that it used information for nine specific Unit 
3 modifications, for which design engineering was 90 percent complete. FPL was able to 
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Start-up and Testing Stafting and Support Budget Underfanding 
In March 2010, EPU management told FPL senior management that the start-up and 

testing staffiig and support bud et for the St. Lucie and Turkey Point uprate projects had been 
under-funded by approximately dollars. FPL reviewed the start up staffimg plan at 
both sites for accuracy and consistency to more accurately compare costs related start-up and 
testing budgets experienced at other sites. 

According to FPL, it transferred the Turkey Point start-up and testing responsibilities 
fk’oxn the EPC Contractor to FPL’s project staff, and completed the staffing plan and budget in 
the first quarter of 2010. Staffing and budget requirements were based on the proposed 
modification scope identified through the fourth quarter of 2009 and reflected the testing 
required to complete those modifications for Turkey Pein+ 1 Tnit~ The current Turkey Point 
start-up a d  StafFurg budget is approximately 1 

TheC wes developed, and 
aiaprovsd by The St. Lucie EPU 
staffng requirements and budget were developed based on the proposed modification scope 
identified through the first quarter of 2010. These included start-up and testing requirements for 
the identified modifications to implement the EPU modifications at St. Lucie Units 1 & 2. The 
current St. Lucie EPU Startup and Testing Staffimg budget is approximately = 

St. Lucie budget €or Startup and Testing 
senior nulnae;ement, in thb second quarter 

Further assessments of these issues in the future may increase or decrease the estimated 
costs at risk. Each of these risks is an ongoing challenge to the project, and will be followed by 
EPU management through FPL’s monthly Risk Registers until resolved. 

EPU Project controls and oversight were described in previous annual FPSC audit staf f  
reports entitled Project Management Controls for N u c b  Plant a d  Conslruetion Projects 
which were filed as testimony in 2008 and 2009. The uprate project uses a myriad of scheduled 
daily, weekly, monthly, and ad hoc meetings, conference calls, schedules, reports, executive 
presentations, and technical challenge boards, to monitor EPU project schedule and costs, and to 
inform and involve FF’L executive management. 

EPU project controls also include the Extended Power Uprate Project Instructions 
@PPIs), as methods and procedures guidelines for project specific activities. The Nuclear Work 
Process Procedures (NWPPs) are maintained by Bechtel as engineering, procurement, and 
construction contractor. FPL also maintains an EPU Governance and Oversight Protocol that 
describes the project purpose, scope, direction and managemat expectations. This document 
was revised in May 2009. 

3.2.1 Changes To Controls and Oversight 
FPL made modifications to its EPU project controls and oversight during 2009, to 

improve existing procedures and implement new procedures where needed. Some control 
changes were recommended by Concentric Energy Advisors, as a result of its EPU project 
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-1 Extended Power Uprate 
Project Management Instructions 

Description New Revised Delctc.rl 

3.2.2 Project Risk 
In September 2009, the EPU Risk Matrix was renamed the Epu Risk Register. 

Significant EPU project risks are identified and added to the project Risk Registers, and reported 
monthly with other monthly monitored project activities and events. The Risk Registers provide 
a summary view of major project risks which are assigned potential costs and levels of 
probability. By estimating the weighted costs and the probability of the risk FPL arrives at the 
weighted value of each risk. Mitigation activities and strategies are also developed to resolve the 
risk. As these project risks are mitigated, the overall weighted costs are to be reviewed and 
updated. Once the risk is satisfactorily dealt with it is removed from the Risk Registers. 

Project risks are also updated and vetted in Vendor Integration meetings that include 
vendors, FPL executive management, and EPU project management representatives. In addition 
to these quarterly meetings, FPL also conducts weekly Executive Vice President and Chief 
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indirectly to the site level Project Manager and the Project Director. The Uprate Cost Engineer 
tracks costs associated with the uprate and provides input from the site level to monthly project 
reports, ineluding the Monthly Opet-dting Performance Report. 

The Controls Group is generally involved with contractor Recovery Plans on the front- 
end of the process by identifying potential delays or cost overruns. When estimted milestones 
or key cost indicators are not on target, the Controls &up becomes aware of a potential 
problem. EPU Site Directors are responsible for oversight regarding the timely completion of 
Recovery Plan actions. This group attends trending meet-, reviews estimates from scope 
change recommendations, assists the Project Manager and Integrated Supply Chain when 
necessary to veri@ contract deliverables, and monitors invoice discrrepancies 

3.2.3 Audits and Investigations 
FPL conducts an annual audit of the EPU project charges and transactions recorded 

throughoot the year. This audit reviews sample financial transactions related to expense reports, 
invoices, and payroll made to the project. FPL bas also used Concentric to perform external 
audits and investigations. 

Internal Audits 
FPL’s Internal Audit group completed the annual audit of EPU project transactions 

through year-end 2008, and presented the audit results in May 2009. In 2009, FPL Internal 
Audit completed an audit of EPU transactions through July, and contracted with Jefferson Wells 
to complete the remainder of the audit. FPL‘s contract with Jefferson Wells is a three-year 
agreement to complete the annual audits for the EPU project. 

PL Internal Audit would mt nDRnaLy audit EPU 
, in the p$st, f&k@ fm, and risks *ere 

low. FPL ink& audit &&‘is generally wed to audit high and medium fisk con&ions, and are 
the am~ual audits to fore, FPL decided to 

audit strtahning its repiew 

for 2009 was comple 
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1 

I 

3.2.4 Quality Assurance 
FPL’s Quality Assurance group provides oversight of all safety-related work and major 

projects valued greater than %lOO,OQO inchding the St. Lucie and Turkey Point EPU projects. 
The FPL Quality Assurance Group has a dedicated staff person assigned to each plant. This staff 
conducts on- site quality surveillance reviews, work inspections, daily quality summaries and 
nuclear oversight reports of safety-related work activities. 

Two other staff members are responsible for completing off-site vendor Quality 
Assurance oversight work, including quality reviews of vendor specifications, manufacturhg, 
and delivery of safety-related equipment for the EPU project. FPL Quality Assurance supports 
the EPU project by conducting off-site reviews of safety-related equipment, vendor 
manufacturing processes, vendor quality control, and vendor manufactwing of equipment to 
required specifications. 

During 2009, Bechtel became responsible for safety and non-safety Quality Control 
related work associated with contractor/subcontractor work activities while on-site. The Project 
Implementation Plan (PIP) documents the FPLBechtel Division of Responsibilities for Quality 
Assurance on the EPU projects. 

Section nine of the Project Integration Plan documents the Quality Assurance Program 
Design and implementation work on safety-related Structures, Systems, and Components (SSCs) 
for the EPU Project. This is to be performed in accordance with the Bechtel Quality Assurance 
Program that complies with the requirements of Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Part 
50, Appendix B. Bechtel’s program is subject to approval by FPL‘s Quality Assurance Group. 

Activities that &ect safety-related SSCs ase beyond the scope of the Bechtel Quality 
Assurance Program and must be performed in accordance with the FPL Quality Assurance 
Program. Bechtel must provide written notification and obtain acceptance from the FPL Project 
Manager and Quality Assurance Manager if Bechtel intends to conduct any IOCFRSO, Appendix 
B related work. The Quality Assurance Manager is the focal point for Bechtel QA. 
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PPL ovsrsight and management of EPU contracts i s  shared between the EPU Contracts 
Group, Project Controls, Technical Representatives at the sites, and the hkgratad supply chain. 
With the changes made to the ion in August 2009, more responsibility is given to 
the sites far day-today mntract 

A Bechtel wntd  to support pmcunment for the EPU 
Projects at Turkey Point and St. Lucie. Beshtel has a Si@ Procnrement organization at each site 

vitiw, ajar and long-lead item procurement, contract 
support is provided by the FPL htejpted Supply Chain 

ion .ad scope change control. 

Group is 

organization, EPU Contracts Group, and Project Controls as required. 

3.3.1 Changes To Existing Contracts 
During 2009, the EPO Contracts Croup continued to make revisions for many reasons 

including scope changes, modification of technical specifications OF delivery dates, changes to 
terms and conditions, and additional funding. These changes were outgrowths of increased 
detailed LAR engineering, the mid-course review, and the outage optimization review. 

These efforts also necessitated that FPL renegotiate certain contracts with vendors due to 
(n$cope reductions, modifications, and additions identified. FPL made changes to the equipment 
.prOcurement contracts to better align the delivery dates and payment milestones with the 

installation dates per the outage optimition plan. 

As noted previously, during the period May 2009 through February 2010, FPL made 250 
to 300 contract revisions to 80 existing contracts scope, terms and deliverables. Excluding 
corporate blanket accounts, the net difference to all EP negotiated, from May 2009 
through February 2010, was a reduction of approximate1 

Nuclear Filing Requirements Schedule T-7 filed in this docket, shows there were a total 
of 32 existing contracts seater than $250,0000 (opened prior to 2009) with 2009 EPU 
expenditures. These contract expenditures totaled $195.5 million, representing approximately 
20.8 percent of the total $942.1 million in estimated final contract dollars. 

. .&, ,<. . ,, . . ; .- , . :,. , > I ,. ~ 

. - I  .'! I . 
'-7 ' j j  .; . ' ? .  , ,- ~ 3.3.2 New C 

During 2009, FPL EPU services &d mat&als contracts greater 
than $250,000. The total estimated final amount of new contracts was $38.9 million. Eleven of 
the 15 (75 percent) greater than $250,000 were competitively bid, three (15 percent) were single 
sourced, and two (10 percent) were Original Quipment Maaufacturer (OEM). FPSC audit staff 
reviewed the three justifications prepared for single source contracts and fbund them sufficient 
for a third-party to understand FPL's reasoning for single sourcing rather than competitively 
bidding the work. 

Of the 20 new contracts approved during 2009, 12 were greater than $1 million. Eleven 
of the 12 contracts greater than $1 million were bid competitively. The single source contract . 
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was for Procedure Writing and totaledr ~ 1 These contracts greater than $1 million 
represent $34.6 million (89 percent) of th- l-l._ ..lilIion new contract dollars for 2009. 

EXHIBIT 12 lists the new contracts over $1 million for 2009. The contract number, 
work scope, contract amount, and contract type are shown. 

extended Power Uprate 
Contracts Greater Than $1 MiI1ion - 2009 

- 

I 3 1 IS0 Phase Duct Coolers and Testing Services (St. Lucie) I 1 
I 4 1 IS0 Phase Dud Coolers, Installation, & Testing (PTN) 1 I 
I 5 1 Replacement Main Feedwater Pumps and Testing (St. Lucie) I I 
I 6 1 Main Feedwater Isolation Valves and Testing Services (FIN) 1 I 

7 Replacement HeaLer Drain Pumps (St. Lucie) I 
!& StepJ.Jp Transfemoer (PTN) I 
43 lnd-(MTJ) I 
44 Replacement T r a n s f m  Co~lers (St. Lwie) I 

I 45 I Cooling Water Heat Exchangers IPTN) I I  

3 I 
1 

I Competitive 
Competitive 

Competitive 

Competitive 

Competitive 

I comwtitive I 
Single Source 

TOTAL $34,649,404 
EXHIBIT 12 Source: 8chsthrl@ T-7 

3.33 Changes To Contract Management 
FPL's NAP420 procedure has provided guidelines for basic nuclear contract 

development, administration, and oversight. This procedure has been usefkl to EPU 
procurement and contract administration since the project's inception. In October 2009, FPL 
converted this procedure to the standard fleet platform and cancelled NAP-420. This change 
standardized the procedure for fleet application under AD-AA-100-1002 and designated NAP- 
420 as guideline PR-AA-lo00 for fleet use. 

Contract oversight is the shared responsibility of the EPU Pmject Site Manager and 
Technical Representatives/Contract Coordinators who administer site services. These functions 
coordinate performance reviews for contractors working on the site. Upon completion of the 
authorized work, the Site Technical RepresentativerContract Coordinator is responsible for 
verifying that the contractor has met all obligations and will determine whethm any outstanding 
contract deliverables exist. Technical RepresentativedContract Coordinators are responsible for 
determining whether billed work is completed satisfactorily and determining the level of 
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for papent. The si &epmm%tix&&nm ooKiinaton are 
inn: out the contact OR mrkhas bemcamp1e;ted. Beditel interfaces 

agement to provide contract oversight with both Juno EPU Management and 
durjngtheproject. . 

. ,  . .  

the St. Lucie and Turkey Point Uprate Projects. The FPL and 

same reason. 
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0 Records Management, 
0 Project Process Controls, 
0 Radiation Protection, 
0 Condition Reporting, 
0 Safety and Security, 

Project Construction, 
Start-up Implementation, and 

0 NDE Organization and Procedures 

Project scope changes requested by Bechtel are submitted to the FPL Site Project 
Manager, reviewed and vetted by site managers and the Site Director. Approved changes are 
submitted through a Potential Scope Change/ Delay Notice (PSCD) document to the Controls 
Group. The Controls Group reviews the PSCD and submits it to EPU Project Management and 
FPL executive management, for review and approval at appropriate levels. Once the PSCD is 
approved, the change is entered into the schedule and the EPU Contracts Group issues a PO to 
perform the added scope of approved work. 

Bechtel completes Monthly Reports outlining project status, scope changes, schedule 
risks, cost increases, key performance indicators, and roadblocks to progress. These monthly 
reports are reviewed by the EPU project management team and FPL executive management. 
The EPU Controls Group completes monthly project reports that present a comprehensive look 
at the project schedule, budget costs, contractor key reporting indicators, and potential project 
risks for FPL’s EPU management team and executive management. 

FPL states that the EPU Site Project Manager, and the Bechtel EPC team protect the 
project from substandard contractor work by monitoring contractor performance, scheduling 
delays, and cost performance. FPL’s EPU Site Project Manager is to coordinate all contractor 
work completed on the Uprate project with Bechtel’s EPC team. Together with the EPC team, 
the Site Project Manager is responsible for reporting potential project risks, delays, or work 
stoppage issues, upward to the EPU Site Director. If project scheduling or budgeting are 
seriously jeopardized by contractor non-performance, the EPU Site Director may request the 
removal of non-performing contractors and secure other contractors to perform the scope of 
work. Based on the scope of work and potential seriousness of any future contractor non- 
performance, FPL senior management may become involved with the non-performing 
contractor’s company, or may choose to replace the contractor. 
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4.0 Conclusions 

14.1 Turkey Point 6&7 

g two new A P l O O O  
into service. However, since 
changes to the estimated in-service dates for Turkey Point 6&7. The original dates were 2018 
and 2020, respectively. FPL now estimates the Units will come on line in 2022 and 2023. 

FPL has also significantly changed cost projections, estimating increases of up to $989.6 
million. The company now estimates the total, in-service cost for Turkey Point 6&7 to be in a 
wide range from $12.9 billion to $18.7 billion. 

The company is in the Scansing phase and expects licensing efforts to continue as its 
primary focus through 201 1. FPL has chosen to separate the licensing and preparation phases of 
the project. FPL believes current economic and regulatory uncertainties make expenditures 
beyoad thw wso&ted with completion of licensing to be unwise and premature at this time. 
FPL be%- this wntrd msh mitigate dsk, and mure  
the eventual, safe, y Point 6&7. 

The company did not apply during the Department of Energy’s first wave of solkitations 
for federal loan guamntees. FPL believed the program was insufficiently funded with undefined 
costs, benefits, and responsibilities. FPL is monitoring the program and will consider applying if 
future offerings are made by the Department of Energy. 

The Combined O p e r a h  License Application (COLA) was submitted to the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission in June 2909, three months later than originally planned. FPL chose to 
delay in order to better prepare the application. To date, FPL has received only four Requests for 
Additional Information from the NRC, and has timely responded to each. 

FPL has not signed a comprehensive project construction contract and does not expect to 
revisit negotiations h r  one until at least December 201 1. Since January 2009, the largest current 
project contract, for licensing and post-application support increased $21.6 million. FPL has 
also extended a resolution of its long lead forging reservation agreement until March 2011. 
Eventual cancellation could cause FPL to lose a portion of its $10.8 million reservation fee. 

4.1.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
FPSC audit staff concludes that, in the near term, FPL is primarily focused on obtaining 

necessary licenses and permits at local, state, and federal levels and answering requests for 
additional information from various agencies. The company has revised cost and schedule 
estimates, in response to market and regulatory conditions. As a significant result, long lead 
forgings and the signing of a construction co- have been deferred. Though far from . 
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inactive, the preponderance o f  Turkey Point 6 & 7 projecf execution still remains over the 
horizon. 

FPSC audit staff has no recommendations at h i s  time for the Turkey Point 6&57 project. 
FPSC audit Stairwill continue to closely monitor project progress, costs, and controls. 

p.2 Extended Pnwer I Inrate I 

4.2.1 Project Events and Developmentz 
On May 3,2010 FPL a m o u n d  a new EPU p non-binding cost estimate range 

between $2.05 billion Lucie 1&2 and Turkey Point 3&4 uprate 
projects, Tkeestimab 500.5 &lion (28 percent) 
greater th& the need on key events encountered 
during 2009, expected increases in LAR engineerhg'costs, expectea hcmses in Engineering, 
Procurements and vendor esthates of project risks, and 
Fmre anidentified lt?te &e 011 md2012. 

contract renegotiations to 

on of St. twfe Unit 2 

FPL also initiated a third p assewinwt and budget estimate by Hi@ Btidge 
Associates, Inc. (High Bridge), costing for T+y Point unit 5 to validate necessary 
work scope, *led modSc&on estimaW, h p M t i o f l  stmtegtm, and provide a close 
range? of costs. 

Recommendations 

EPU managemeat 
recommends the Comrmssion cioseiy examme associatea projecx costs in a future proceeding. 

Therefore, FPSC audit staff 




